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ABSTRACT
The growing complexity of society has resulted in

increased attention to the problem .of knowledge production and
utilization. This review of the scholarship pertaining to this
subject traces the topic in its most general sense. Three fields of
interest have received attention from researchers: 1) the relation of
research to practice; 2) the nature of knowledge production; and 3)

the nature of knowledge utilization. Little information is available
about the first. Claims to validity for specific conceptions may
differ between the researchers and the practitioners, and if research
is to have an impact on practice, some disciplined study of the task
and needs of the practitioner must be undertaken.,In the field of
knowledge production, researchers have asked a wide variety of
questions and applied various methods of study in education,
sociology, and science. This research literature must stand the tests
of critical review and organized synthesis to -become valid knowledge
in the general sense. The utilization of knowledge needs to be more
fully understood if it is to be effective. Techniques for locating
and retrieving information have been developed but have not _been as
suCcessful as expected because they are not always related to the
user's understanding and needs. A bibliography of 98 items is
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The general problem of knowledge produc-

tion and utilization is one that has recently

become the object of increased attention both

in the realm of practical affairs and in the

community of scholars. (Carter, 1968, p. 1)

In the society at large, knowledge production

and utilization has taken on greater signifi-

cance because of the growing complexity of

society and the accompanying increase the

number and difficulty of the decisions, both

general and specialized, that must be made as

a result of the development of the society in

what Danielthis direction. We now have Bell
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calls a postindustrial society. Rather than

being dependent upon the sweat of man's brow,

as in a preindustrial society, or upon the

energy-harnessing processes of machine produc-

tion, as in the industrial society, a post-

industrial society is organized around infor-

mation and systems of knowledge that are ne-

cessary for use in guiding the society. (Bell,

pp. 14-15) The basic social and economic

arrangements of society are no longer simply

the function of the necessity to survive or

to produce goods and services. To a large

extent, they can now be determined at the

discretion of society to serve whatever purposes

may seem best. These personal and social

decision making processes may function at a

wide range of points in society and reapond

more fully to human wishes.

some of the constraints of the preindu

Though free from

strial

or the industrial ages, these processes are

inevitably carried out with some risk. They



are clearly dependent upon the quality and

character of the knowledge utilized in deter-

mining what should be done and in choosing to

act accordingly. The society increas jly is

being organized to bring to bear knowledge and

information essential to the execution of these

decision-making processes. It goes without

saying that getting and using this information

are among the most difficult tasks men attempt

to perform, whether acting individually or col-

lectively, as specialist, citizen, or represen-

tative champion of the gneral welfare. (Et-

zioni, pp. 174-177)*

Perhaps in view of the widespread recog-

nition of this social situation, scholars, not

to be outdone by others, have begun to respond

with their usual skills of mind and will by

endagi.ng in di,sciplined Examination of

*For a.discusslon in a wider context, see
Kahn 1969.

the
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problem of knowledge production and utilization.*

The complexity of the phenomena is staggering,

and the customary tools of research have not

always seemed clearly appropriate to this sort

of inquiry. Progress has been made, but slowly

and on a jagged front, in the effort to under-

stand and to guide KP&U toward its ultimate

practical, social purposes.

This review of scholarship pertaining to

the ..-tudy of KP&U traces what is known about

this topic in its most general sense. This

frame of reference should be of value in inter-

pretind the problem of KP&U in particular

fields:**

Relation of Research tn P-actice

Within the range of phenomena encompassed

by KP&U, three domains of interest have re-

ceived considerable attention from researchers:

*Frequently hereafter referred to simply

as KP&U.
---7c7,Tor an examination of the problem Of

KP&U in the field of curriculum which utilizes

this gereral frame of reference _see Short,

1971.
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1) the relation of research to practice,

2) the nature of knowledge production, and

3) the nature of knowledge utilization. The

research to be reviewed will be organized

around these categories.

The first of these, it may be said, has

proved most resistant to formal investigation.

The relation of research to practice, as a

class of phenomena, apparently is so multi-

dimensional and multifarious that little can

be said about it in general. Guba admits that

the researcher is now less cavalier about as-

ser'ing the usefulness of research for practice

than he once was. He states:

...it is clearer now that the
potential contributions of research
to practice are limited...we have
also.becOme aware that reseaich is

.but one of a nbmber of.potential
in-puts.into improvement activities;
also, worth, ,constderatidn are practice,

'precedents- ,ahd expert 'advicd.and.
.cohsultattoll'. 'Moreover. economic,
political, 'cOntextual., and other

.P.ohetraihts mos.t.'elsP be. PonsiOered
in.4etail.if thepropoe-A imprOver
Ment to.have ehS/ thahoe Of
.acceptanCe..11 (Guba, 1970,'p.':27)
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The assumption can no longer be made that if

only the considerable knowledge that exists

related to a given area of practice were to be

applied,that practice would be immensely

improved. The recognition of this error does

not imply that knowledge is worthless nor

that researchers should stop searching for

valid generalizations. It only compels us to

recognize the complexity of the relation be-

tween research and practice which formerly

wa thought to be so self evident that it was

scarcely given Pny serious thought.

The study reported by Guba is drawn from

the field of education. However, in the wider

world of practice, scientific knowledge has

also had its status and value questioned from

time to time, even in the so called scientific

era. Study of what could be'done to reduce

libsttlitY to new knowledge and increase its

acceptability among users has been undertaken

by many scholars in the past and continues to
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this day in the form of specialized psycho-

sociological studies devoted to this question.

(Havelock, 1969, pp. 4-1 to 4-30) But scholars

have also sought to explain the more basic

problem of how new knowledge replaces older

knowledge in any human being. James Harvey

Robinson, in his eloquent response in 1923 to

the challenge of critics of the principle of

biological evolution, mentioned the role that

knowledge itself plays in its being accepted,

whatever may be the predispositions of indivi-

duals confronted with it. He restates a con-

clusion attributed. to Matthew Arnold which

indicates that men do not change their minds as

a result of logic and refutation, but as they

learn more, the ground "gently shifts be-

neat,h them and they no longer look at things

as they formerly did." (Robinson, p. 64) The

Kuhn in his-same point treat-

ment of "paradigm shif.t" in science. (Kuhn

pp. 91-134), This concept of Kuhn's, by thq waY,
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is illustrated in the field of education in a

study by J. W. Getzels. He notes that the

changes in the operational paradigm held by

practitioners of the hnman being or the learner,

(e.g. from an exclusively stimulus-reducing

organism to one that is a stimulus-seeking one

as well) can be accounted for only by the long-

range indirect contributions of theoretical

research to the understanding of behavior.

He infers from this and other examples that:

"The significant influence of research
comes not piecemeal--study by study,
technique by technique, and practice
by practice. Rather it comes cumu-
latively through altering the general
conceptions...of the human being and
of human behavior which serve as the
context for educational practice."
(Getzels, reported in National Center
for Educational Research and Develop-
ment, 1970, pp. 139-141)*

Thus, the status of the conceptions which

functionally operate in Practice depends in

*51mllar studies of the impact of edu-
cational research on practice are summarized
in National Center for Educational Research
and Development, 1970, pp. 139-153.
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part upon the form and validity attributed to

that knowledge by users.* Sometimes what re-

searchers expect to be an appropriate form for

use in practice is not received that way by

practitioners. (Havelock, 1969, pp. 4-29 to

4-30) Likewise, claims to validity for

specific conceptions may differ between the

researcher and the practitioner. (Havelock,

1969, pp. 838 to 8-39)** This practical

dilemma in the relation of research and prac-

tice is a persisting one, but is not a wholely

undesirable one. Mutual enlightenment of the

parties involved may result. It has often been

noted that researchers know very little about

practice and that practitioners are little

aware of the way the researcher comes to his

conclusions. (Havelock, 1969! p. 2-33 to 2-34)

* The psychology of knowing has produced
findings reie.vant to this problem. See works
by Jerome S. Bruner for a review of research
in this area: TDward a Theory of Instruction,
New York: W. W. Norton, 1968, PP. 44-48, aa
On Knowing. New York: Atheneum, 1965. pp. 31-

42 and 81-96.
** It may be that users are also sometimes

skeptical of the epistemological base of some
research they are asked to accept because they
are better aware of the conditions under which
knowledge can claim validity than are the
researchers. See Machan, pp. 262-- 263.
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If research is to have an impact on prac-

tice, some disciplined study of the tasks and

needs of the practitioner must be undertaken.

Lynd, in 1938, understood this truism. Speaking

about the social sciences, he both hurled an

indictment at his field and pointed to a

raison d"gtre for it. He wrote:

"...the social sciences have tended
to emphasize data gathering rather
than data needing to be gathered,
normative theory rather than the full
range of refractory phenomena, and to
stress Knowledge and Order rather
than the vast areas of the Unknown
and Chaotic." (Lynd, p. 118)

He adds that to enter a discipline as a scholar

is to enter a fenced off area of culture and to

shrink away from "insistent reality" with all

its unintelligibility. He sums up the unfor-

tunate state of affairs by declaring:

". . The failure of the social sciences
to think through and to integrate
their several responsibilities for
the common problem of relating the
analysis of parts to the analysis of
the whole constitutes one of the
major lags crippling their utility

human tools of knowledge." (LYnd,

P. 15)
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He lamented, as we still do in 1971, the growth

of knowledge faster than it is being institu-

tionalized into the habits of thought and action

of people. His recommended response was to

supplement, and in part replace, the several

disciplines by a series of "problem-areas on

which workers with all types of specialized

training and technique would be cooperatively

engaged." (Lynd, p. 166) He opted for a

multi-disciplinary attack on problems which

would result in knowledge of the "wholeness"

of an area of practical reality.*

Robinson, thinking of the users of this

knowledge, urged a course of action to advance

the assimilation of new knowledge. Even today

it has not become a widely adopted strategy

though studies continue to show the validity

of his argument. (Havelock) 1969, pp. 8-46

* -"Few mechanisms for 'translation of
social scientific understanding into societal
benefit have been institutionalized so as to

assu're.this protess, (National Science- FOund-
ation, .p. vii) "Theprofessions' are among the
main social. 1.ns ti tuti onsi- through which social
science knowledge can be-tianslated into day-
to-day Tractice." (NS, p.. 21)
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to 8-51 and 9-36 to 9-41). Stressing that

knowledge must be reordered and restated, put

together in a new form that corresponds to

the prevailing questions faced in practical

affairs (ones that, like Lynd, !le recognized

do not come as neatly differeihtiated as in the

various disciplines of inquiry), he called for

"resynthesizing knowledge" to match phenomena

experienced. (Robinson, pp 63-96) This pro-

cess would roughly correspond to the "trans-

lation" phases of the processes of development

and diffusion of knowledge inaugurated in

recent years.*

Assuming that professional people acquire

through schooling some of the knowledge re-

quired for the conduct of their practice,

Broudy and his colleagues have argued that

*The quality of information beino made

available .tcc.the -educator through current USOE
dissemination-activities Is questioned h3i Stake.

"Perhaps we have 'hot Twovided -the informatioh
in a formire can.use,:cit As not appropriately
synthesized and . accessible...perkaps the in-
formation should-be pulverized and reconstituted
as 'some formfof' experience-for the experien-
tially -ortente,d.intuitive educator." (Stake,
pp. 6, 8)
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the kind of knowledge most useful to the spec-

ialist or the professional is that which may

be used "applicatively"--that is, to solve

problems previously not confronted.* Such

knmwledge is relatively systematized and is

derived from many disciplines. In stating

that the problems of practice are not ordered

in the same way as the basic or applied dis-

ciplines of knowledge, Broudy echoes an under-

standing of the relation of research and

practice mentioned earlier by other scholars.

(Broudy, pp. 61-71)

John Dewey's treatment of the matter under

review here As set in the context of educational

Practice. (Dewey, pp. 14-21) He introduces

the distinction between practice theory in

teaching and the principles of the discipline

of the psychology of learning. The former is

* The associative, rePlicative, and
interpretive uses of knowledge are by no

means irrelevant to the conduct of specialized

or professional practice. (Broudy, pp. 43-60)
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not derived directly from the latter, but

rather, at least in part, from the body of

practical experience.* An empirical sanction

for practice is different than empirical vali-

dation of theories in the disciplines.

In general, it must be admitted that

"little is known in a systematic way about the

process of deriving recommendations for action

from research findings." (Sieber, 1966, p. 352)

This brief excursion through the general do-

main of scholarship on the relation of research

to practice is sufficient to suggest the general

difficulty scholars have had in building sys-

tematic knowledge about the general problem of

KP&U when viewed from this perspective. While

it is safe to say that thc fruitfulness of this

approach has not Ueen great, it has nevertheless

permitted some clearer understanding to be de-

veloped of the complexity of a real and per-.

*See also Ernest R. .Hilgard,_"A Perspective
on the pelationShip. Between Learning Theory and
Educational Practices," 'PP... 402-415 in Hilgard,
1964.

.
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vasive problem and has suggested avenues of

perhaps more profitable researcTh. Fundamentally

it has had the merit of keeping attention on

the problem of KP&U as a whole and has prevented

many who have investigated pieces of the problem

from assuming that they had discovered the key

to the larger problem.

In an effort to relate both research and

practice, some scholars have conceived the range-

of phenomena they wished to investigate as

"knowledge production and utilization." Both

the production and utilization aspects thus

are given emphasis in this approach; knowledge,

it is assumed, can and should be utilized.

Studies within this perspective are somewhat

less likely to be concerned with the qualitative

effect of the impact of research on practice

and are more likely to focus on the dynamics

of KP&U as a recurring. process. (Boyan, pp. 21-



the concern for improvement of practice and

the interests of those in the basic disciplines.*

Nevertheless, as a research perspective,

the conception of KP&U has appealed to these

two extremities of the research cmmaumity as

well as to those interested in the process

its lf.

As an example of the interest of a basic

discipline in KP&U, Machlup has put forth what

has become a classic of applied economics re-

search in his monumental study of The Production

and Distribution of Knowled e in the United

States, in which he treats knowledge as a com-

modity nf economic value, produced and used

like other more tangible products. Studies of

the "knowledge industry", such as Malchup's,

while broader in scope than the process of

KP&U per se, have opened up avenues of further

implications for

* For analyses of differentiations among

types of research interest$, see Storer, 1968,

and Carroll, 1968.
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the conduct of research and practice and the

resolution of problems of their interrelatedness.

As an example of the interest of a practical

field in KP&U, the work of the Cooperative Project

for Educational Development (COPED) may be cited..

(Watson, Change in School Systems, 1967) Improve-

ment of education through the introduction of

innovations was the starting point for the

study that drew researchers into questions of

KP&U as they explored the development of models

and strategies of planned change. It became

necessary in this study, as in similar efforts

to tackle strategies-for improving practice in

agriculture and 'medicine, to turn to scholars

who focus directly upon KP&U as an explicit

object of'study. Advancement, of innovations

in practice:have become potsible in a Variety

of practical fields throUgh similar efforts to

s.t-tidy planned change (1-laye)OOK4'. 1-969, pp. 1.0,

53 to 10.,-64)

Typical of work being done by scholars
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especially drawn to the perspective of KP&U as

a continuous process is a report on Project

Hindsight, a Department of Defense study of the

utility of basic scientific and applied

research in the development of weapons systems.

One paragraph from this report will illustrate

the kind of discoveries which research on the

KP&U process is turning up and which, if other

studies corroborate, will provide considerable

understanding of its general fundamentals.

The report asserts that:

"...it is unusual for random, disconnected
fragments of scientific knowledge to
find application rapidly. It is,
rather, the evaluated,compressed,
organized, interpreted, and simplified
scientific knowledge that we find
the most effective connection between
the undirected research laboratory
and the world of practical affairs."
(Sherwin and Isenson, p. 1577)

In reviewing this and other similar studies,

Carter has listed some aspects of KP&U that

complicated

than it would appear at first. He finds that
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"knowledge derived from basic research tends to

be too general to guide the way for the solution

of specific contemporary problems" and there-

fore such solutions must be sought in the con-

text of specific problem areas. Any one of

these problems appears to require a complex and

many-faceted solution that integrates a variety

of earlier developments and solutions to compo-

nent problems. Certain conditions for this work

seem to be essential -- willingness to confront

the practical problem, sufficient trained per-

sonnel available on a relatively long-term basis,

and adequate financial and administrative support.

Rigorous quantitative assessment of the problem

situation is necessary if solutions are to be

realistically proposed and tested. A new

middleman role will very likely be needed to

develop .new solutions related to the problems

and based on basic sCien:tific Tesearch

other pertinent data. The dissemination of

-solutions and their acceptance into practice
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are likewise crucial to KP&U. (Carter, 1968)

pp. 15-19)

It is clear that much more needs to be

known about elements in the process of KP&U than

can be derived from examining it in its natural

state as a whole. A look at certain dimensions

of the larger problem has been undertaken by

several scholars, and it is to these other

perspectives we now turn.

The Nature of Knowledge Production

The problem of KP&U has been conveniently

divided for purposes of study into its two

obvious parts -- knowledge production and

knowledge utilization -- in the hope that by

thus limiting the phenomena of interest, fruit-

ful channels of research may be opened up.

Indeed, this has proven to be the case, at

least more so than by defining the problem in

the terms discussed in the preceding section.

A brief review of scholarship in each of these
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two domains of phenomena will add to our developing

conception of KP&U.

First, taking knowledge production as a

problem area, researchers have asked a wide

variety of questions and applied various methods

of study. Attempts to study the effect on

scientific productivity of the amount and kinds

of social control, competition, organizational

structures for doing research, communication

networks, and other factors at work within the

scientific community have been among the many

interests of scholars in the sociology of

science. (Collins, pp. 123-131)* Applied

sociologists of science have studied many of

these aspects within the field of education.

*An extensive literature is developing
arour.d these and other questions (of method,
of value, etc.) pursued by sociologists of
science. Since this literature appears to be

only peripherally related to our topic of KP&U
in curriculum, it is not discussed here. How-

ever, anyone unaware of this research will find

it intriguing to discover the findings on the
social determinants of knowledge production.

For a comprehensive overview of the sociology
of science, see Collins, l968., An easily under-
stood essay treating the internal social rela-
tions of the-scientific community may be found
in Ziman, 1968. A detailed, comprehensive treat-

ment appears in Storer, 1966.
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For example, descriptive accounts of the organi-

zational characteristics, value climates, and

research manpower related to educational research

were presented in a 1966 Cooperative Research

Project study by Sieber and associates at Col-

umbia s Bureau of Applied Social Research.

(Sieber, 1966) The difficulties involved in

informing colleagues of studies done in educational

research were examined by the Center for Research

in Scientific Communications at John Hopkins.

(Center, 1969) The American Educational Re-

search Association has also been studied with

special attention given to its communication

and social structure. (Corwin and Sieber, 1968)

These studies are providing valuable data on

the social, organizational, and

aspects of knowledge production

communication

and hold

nUmber of implications worthy of consideration

by those concerned with increasing producti-

vity in educational research .

ly related tc, sociological studies of
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science are those concerned with the larger

questions of the influence of social thought

upon knowledge production, which are of interest

to the broader discipline of the sociology of

knowledge. Karl Mannheim, who-is considered

the father of this discipline, has developed the

thesis that a new kind of objectivity is .

achievable in the social sciences despite dif-

ferences in social and ideological perspectives

held by individual scientists. Through critical

awareness and control of these differences, the

validity of knowledge can be determined and

sustained. This pushes us directly into prob-

lems of epistemologyand its various theories

of knowledge where criteria of truth are set

forth and refined. (Mannheim, pp. 286-306 and

t:achan, pp. 262-264) Inquiry can be a self-

corrective process over time with the production

of knowledge continuing to be governed by logical

canons of scientifiu method .

exactly what constitute appro-
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priate methods-of inquiry follow from these

epistemic questions.* Answers given to these

problems and methods actually
utilized in re-

search clearly affect the quality of knowledge

produced in any discipline or field of study.

Classic studies in the nature and methods of

scientific inquiry have yet to be discovered

by many education-al-researchers.
Methods of

inquiry, as understood by decades of resear-

chers in education, have been viewed rather

narrowly when applied to problems in education.

(Cronbach and Suppes, pp. 32-70; Schutz, 1969,

p. 360)** Where careful analysis has been done

of the requirements of scientific method and

of the character of educational problems,

educational researchers have been compelled to

reconsider their methods of inquiry.*** They

have recognized that an educational problem

* See Scheffler, especially pp. 13-14;

Kaplan, especially pp. 304-35; and Nagel,

especially pp. 2.11-213.

** See Kerlinger, 1969, for a rationale

for the preference for limited methods of

inquiry.
*** Compare Gouldner, 1957.
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must b attacked with a variety of modes of

inquiry simultaneously. Gowin and Millman's

chapter on "Research Methodology" in the

Cecember, 1969, Review of Educational Research,

is an example of applying to educational research

understandings from philosophy of science

about the nature of scientific inquiry. The

National Academy of Education's recent volume,

Cisciplined Inquiry for Education, is another-

(Cronbach and Suppes, 1969) It distinguishes

between conclusion-oriented inquiry, to which

the approaches of the basic scientific discip-

lines apply, and decision-oriented studies, for

which different forms of investigation are

necessary. In another perspective, Glass

reminds us that individual inquiries do not by

themselves constitute knowledge. Research

literature that accumulates must stand the

tests of critical review and organized synthesis

before it pOssesses characteristics of valid

knowledge in the most general sense. (Glass,
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1970)* Maccia systematically treats methods of

inquiry appropriate to educational problems in

a way that recovers the full range of options

explored by philosophy of science to the

conduct of educational research. (Maccia, 1971)

One cannot say very much about what is being

produced in the way of knowledge, until he

has graspad the complexities of'the logic of

scientific inquiry and mastered the appropriate

techniques of research by which he may then

assess whatever claims to knowledge are set

forth.

Another of the major ways of viewing know-

ledge production is in terms of its growth.

Only the grossest of estimates has ever been

made in an effort to pin down how much knowledge

is produced and how and why rates of production

*See Etzioni, 1970, for a plea for giving
this essential knowledge producing task as
much prestige as is given individual inquiries.
This task would seem as essential in a problem-
oriented field such as education as it is in
the basic scientific disciplines.
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chanoe from time to time. Historical studies

have had to depend upon variations in all te

sociological, political, psychological, philo-

sophical, technical, and evaluative factors,

that we have noted already are tied together in

the problem of knowledge production. The same

difficulty is recognized in any effort to mre-

dict knowledge productivity in the future-

Boulding has had to conclude that one cannot

predict the future of knoWledge production.

(Boulding, 1967) Studies of what is happening

and has happened certainly are worth pursuing

even if only to detect evidence of productivity

that is out of balance among various kinds of

knowledge, e.g., natural sciences, social

sciences, humanities, in terms of particular

pragmatic problems -needing study. Like any

such problems, educational problems can get

skewed treatment if no attempt is made to see

whether an appropriate balance in kinds of

knowledge needed is in fact resulting from the
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kinds of inquiries being generated.

Social morality and policy questions have

been put to the problems of knowleege production

anso. The matter of supporting appropriate

growth of knowledge just mentioned falls in this

ca-tegory. Morris underlines the opportunity

and the dilemma when he states:

"Knowledge production is gaining and
constitutes a significant proportion
of our total productive activity. We
need to discuss the topic, not just of
the production of knowledge but also of
its distribution and consumption, in
order to observe how the quality of
human existence can be enhanced."
(Morris, p. 78)

Priorities do have to be set and support rallied

for creating knowledge essential to make such

choices -ff men want to enhance their collective

life. In education, the NCERD study, cited

earlier, (NCERD, 1970), stands as a major ex-

ample of a nationwide policy science study,

bearing on possible decisions about research

and development productivity in education.*

*8-Eialso Chapter X in this NCERD, 1970,

for reviews of other policy studies related to
educational research.
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It slearly sees tle improvement of education as

.esirable s-ocial priority and recognizes that

the creation of a krowledge base for the inven-

tiom of improved educational practices and pro-

cesses is a portcy issue to which considerable

infmrmation must te brought if an appropriate

societal decision is to be made about it. The

report therefore brings the necessary knowledge

together from the perspective of the research

community.

Znaniecki, in his 1940 volume on The Social

Role of the Man of Know1edle, observes what

knowledge producers do. His review of the

numerous categories of roles brings us back

to sociology of sciense, but in addition it

brings to our attention the differences in the

form and kinds of knowledge that necessarily

are created by those filling these several roles.

*Explorers of problems (inductive theo-
rists), discoverers of facts, educators, popu-
larizers, historians of knowledge,fighters for

truth, contributors, systematizers, discoverers
of extended truths, sages, technological experts,
technological leaders. (Znaniecki, 1940)

29
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The knowledc-e -z.;..ey produce is not at once all

of the same rJr. Each no doubt is slightly

different in 7.27ce or form. It should not sur-

prise anyone, t-A'erefore, that the very act of

producing re5e5z.r-oh and artistic creations in

all their man.*i --!nd varied forms has become the

object of a-Emz..r.ific science, which has sub-

stantial accumaations of knowledge to its

credit. This science is the science of zetetics

(Tykociner, 1964 and 1966) It is concerned

with collectirgeand systematizing data on the

theory and practice of zetesis (the activity

of both researcm and artistic creation) and

with the classfication

ledge intO a zonsistent

and relating of know-

system. At this most

general level of discussion of knowledge pro-

duction, the work of this science, zetetics, is

the most central of all the approaches to the

study of knowledge production we have reviewed

because of its focus upon the thing being pro-

duced the varieties and forms of knowledge
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itself. This realm of study has vast implica-

tions for the advancement of knowledge and for

ordering_the maze of knowledge that has been

produced.* It is one that cannot be ignored

if the problem of KP&U is to be fully under-

stood and resolved on the basis of increased

knowledge of this problem. Whether or not we

are able to discover how to control the internal

and the external sociological aspects of the

problem, or its epistemological and methodolo-

gical questions, or its policy issues of how

much, what kind, and how fast, whatever knowledge

is produced and utilized will depend in large

measure upon how well we understand the forms

and varieties of knowledge themselves and how

well we know to what purpose each is suited.

*The work of the late Professor Joseph T.
Tykociner of the University of Illinois Depart-
ment of Electrical Ehgineering in developing
the science of zetetics should be especially
stimulating to anyone in the field of education.
Its value for exploring the practical problem
of selecting and ordering educational content
has been brought to the attention of educators
through the Fifth Symposium on Educational Re-
search sponsord by Phi Delta Kappa. See
Tykociner, 1964;
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Knowledge is truly a "protean concept."

(Nelson, p. 8)

The Nature of Knowledge Utilization

Like knowledge production, the problem of

knowledge utilization has a substantial record

of investigation. The use of knowledge has been

both observed and conceptualized in its several

states, and even the absence of the phenomena

(of at least equal interest) has been the

object of study. It s widely recognized that

the problem of utilization of knowledge needs

to be more fully understood if the conduct of

practical affairs is to be guided and enlight-

ened by knowledge. Knowledge will no doubt go

on being produced whether or not it is utilized,

but the ultimate value of producing knowledge

would seem clearly to lie in its being used.

Knowledge that could be used is often not pro-

duced because scholars are unaware of the

need for it. Utilization of knowledge would
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appear to depend upon a great many factors

worth investigating, not the least of which is

the presence of knowledge that can be used, to

which we have already given attention. Gouldner

remindt us of a point that gives some impetus

to studying the problem of utilization of know-

ledge. He says:

("Pure and applied.scientists alike
nay be relied upon to improve their
research technologies and, with this,
the scope and reliability of their
findings. By itself, however, this

will not solve the utilization problem
ahd will not automatically guarantee
'that these findings will be put to
use." (Gouldner, 1965, p. 16)

Something else,presumably is necessary. What

may be involved, in so far as it has been inves-

tigated to date, will be reviewed briefly here.

The research on the-utilization of knowledge

consists of several scholarly approaches and a

considerable literature. It will only be pos-

sible to sample the maSor branches-*of this

research.

There is Jirst of all the ObviousHprobleM
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of locating and retrieving knowledge that has

been generated. The creation of mechanisms for

information transfer has been thought to be the

basic ingredient essential to knowledge utili-

zation. The logic of this approach has a strong

appeal,.as stated by Carter.

"If knowledge stays confined to the
intimate community in which it ori-
ginates, it will have little impact
on the larger community concerned
with application and exploitation
of knowledge: To assure that this
does not happen we need an effective
scientific and technical information
and documentation system." (Carter,
1967, p. 2)

In this view, the user of knowledge requires

organized asgistance in obtaining the results

of work done by knowledge producers which may

have a bearing upon the practical matter he

faces. Elaborate mechanisms have been created

or proposed for this purpose, including the

traditional processes of publishing and library

services, special purpose resource centers,

interlocking networks of communication through

34
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which material can be traced, and computerized

storage and retrieval systems (Carter, 1967).

Among the most useful means of knowledge dis-

semination is one designed to serve the needs

of a specialized group of users through a

single, centralized source that caters to its

special requirements. Known as an information

analysis center, it is technically defined as

follows:

...a formally structured organiza-
tional unit specifically (but not
necessarily exclusively) established
for the purpose of acquiring, selec-
ting, storing, etrieving, evaluatinfj,
analyzing, and synthesizing a body
of information and/or data in a
clearly defined specialized field
or pertaining to a specific mission
with the intent of compiling, diges-
ting, repackaging, or otherwise
organizing and presenting informa-
tion and/or data in a form most
authoritative, timely and useful to
a society of peers and management."
(COSATI, 1970, p. iii)*

*This directory lists 119 centers for in-
formation analysis in areas ranging from atomic
energy to education. See Bruchinal, 1967, for
a description of such a mechanism in education,
the Educational Resources Information Center
(ERIC). See also Clemens, 1967 and 1970. The
needs-of.lood17schoolmen for-inforMation are
defined in Coney, 1968. The Far West Laboratory
for Educational Research and Development is de-
velDping information systems to meet this kind
of need.

35
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While these various information transfer

procedures are quite valuable in facilitating

the delivery of knowledge to users, they have

nOt appeared to be the key to knowledge utiliza-

tion that early students of the problem belieVed

they might be. Perhaps this consequence should

have been anticipated since these technical solu-

tions to the problem were often developed with-

out a full understanding of the problem of

knowledge utilization ttself.

Social and psychological factors involved

in knowledge utilization have been of interest

to several scholars whose work sheds light on

why access to knowledge is an insufficient con-

dition for its utilization. Even the acquisi-

tion of knowledge, as Clark eminds us, "is

related to, but by no means the same as, its

utilization." (iari, p. 60) There is a

pedagogical proble. here.. As Mc0regor puts

"The acadisition of knowledge a'

fairly straightforward process.pro-
-vide.d. the individual wants. the 'new

36
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knowledae. It can be made avail-
able to him in several ways. How-
ever, if he doesn't want the knowledae
or if he doesn't know he needs it, we
will have considerable difficulty
getting him to learn it." (McGregor,
p. 208)

There are requirements imposed upon the process

of inducing the state of knowledge in a person

to say nothing of the process of applying it.

(Ebel, p. 68; Boulding, 1956; Mathlup, pp. 13-

15) It must be related to the individual's

own internal structure of knowledge. There

must be feedback to check the truth of the

knowledge. Motivational readiness for certain

kinds of knowledge must be present. Many more

factors could be identified. A person must

also recognize an appropriate use for the

knowledge if he is to make use of it apart

from just knowing it. "Other things being

equal, the amount of utilization is likely to

increase with esteem for a science and its

practitioners," says Schramm (quoted in Gouldner,

1965, p. 17), and thus we move into sociologi-
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cal factors at work in knowledge utilization.

A number of both direct and indirect influences

affect utilization, such as credibility of

the source and degree of social support one

receives for utilizing the new information.

(Havelock, 1969, pp. 5-1 to 5-28) In its or-

ganized aspects, knowledge utilization may be

inhibited by such factors as the tendency

toward stability of the organizational context,

its unique purposes, status, and economic

condition, and its internal structural hier-

archy of roles, reward patterns, and leadership

behaviors. The research on organizational

factors that may facilitate knowledge utiliza-

tion has been focused on such phenomena as

awareness of outside resources, the capacity

to retrieve such resources, the degree of com-

petition and openne'..s to innovation that exists,

the training available to personnel, and the

opportunity and support for restructuring

internal organizational jobs or sub-group
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membership. (Havelock, 1969, pp. 6-1 to 6-40)

This research on knowledge utilization in

general has had its counterpart in education

research. Studies on interpersonal relation-

ships between behavioral scientists and school

administrators indicate that educators seem to

respond to pressure and expectations inherent

in their situation rather than to the latest

research. There is low attraction, even fear

and distrust at times, between the two groups.

Sometimes knowledge used in administrative

practice is utilized indiscriminantly without

reference to the limits the research context

would dictate. (Schmuck, pp. 143-165)

Sieber has summarized the features of the

educational system which uniquely effect the

use of research findings: 1) its vulnerability

to pressures outside its control, 2) the gap

between occupational realities and profession-

al aspirations of educators, 3) the lack of

clarity and focus of the terminal goals of

39
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education, and 4) the formal governing and

control mechanisms of the system. (Sieber,

1968, pp. 122-136)

Perhaps more research on knowledae utii-

zation has dealt with the phenomenon of inno-

vation or change than any other. This is an

area where both an understanding of the pheno-

menon and strategies for intervention have

been sought. Planned change utilizes knowledge

and is a natural process which may be studied

for its general properties, the dynamics of

knowledge utilization, and the effects of various

kinds of actions on the charge that results.

Knowledge of these complex phenomena has taken

two major form:, -- models and techniques.

Three general types of irlodels have been identi-

fied by Chin and Benne -- the empirical-

rational, the normative-re-educative, and the

power-coercive. (Chin and Benne, 1969, pp.

32-59* The empirical-rational type of planned

*See Miles, 1964, for an overview of inno-
vation in educational change. Ward, 1969, re-
views the influence of research on the improve-
ment of educational practice.

40
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change is a straightforward one-two-three

model. If a proposed change or innovation

exists, the adopter recognizes his need for

change and is rationally persuaded that the

innovation suits his need, and he adopts it.

This conceptual stance is one on which many

educators have built their repertoire of

change techniques and strategies. The educa-

tional research and development movement under

the auspices of the AiSOE generally falls in

this category. Needs have been determined,

solutions developed and packaged, and products

disseminated. Though strategies for educational

research and development ;ray be devised in

various ways depending upon whether one is con-

cerned with policy making for the entire pro-

cess, primarily interested in producing the

needed R & D products, or I'.,cusing upon inter-

relating research,'development, and dissemina-

tion .(NCERD, pp. 1-7), th&model of change

made operative in such cases is an empirical-

41
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rational one. An important characteristic of

this approach is tAe emphasis placed lipon

creating knowledge to be utilized in the change

process. The importance of having high qual-

ity knowledge utilized in innovative educational

practices is recognized, and programs are mounted

to Luild and deliver such knowledge to the user.

(Chase, pp 3-4)*

The second type of model of planned change

is the normative--re-educative. In approaches

of this kind, the person who would utilize new

knowledge or innovations must undergo a change

ot commitment from -an old normative orienta-

tion to a new pattern of sociocultural norms.

This involves change in attitude, values,

skills, and relationships, in addition to

giving assent to new rationales or knowledge.

* Not only does this article rationalize
the need for knowledge in educational practice;
it also presents a status study of educational
R & D, which, when read in conjunction with
Boyan and Mason, 1968, should enable one to
grasp the character of this seven year old
enterprise.
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The stance from which this type of model is

derived is found in the work of therapists,

trainers, and situation changers. The work of

the National Training Laboratories is a well-

known example of this approach to planned

change. (Chinn and Benne, 1969, pp. 45-46)

In education, action research, collaborative

inquiry, human i-elations workshops, and system

self-renewal training programs have been devel-

oped in keeping with this model. (Havelock,

1970b, pp. 2-7)*

The power-coercive type of planned change

includes strategies which employ the principle

of compliance. Those with less power comply

with the dire,:tives and leadership of those

with greater power whether legitimately suppor-

ted by policies and/or the law or more arbitra-

rily coerced bY the app:ication of pressure.

*See also Miles and Lake, 1967, and Watson,
1967, for additional data on planned change in
education of the normative--re-educative type.
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We are familiar with confrontation politics,

strikes and negotiation strategies, and the

building of countervailing power to change the

decisions of those holding positions of power.

In education, power-coercive strategies have

increasingly been developed in recent years

with tactics designed especially to deal with

education's special kind of change problems.

(Cunningham, 1967; Kimbrough, 1967 and 1970)

Combining the work of scholars dealing

with dissemination of knowledge, psychological

and sociological research on utilization of

knowledge, and studies of innovation and planned

change, Havelock and his colleagues at the

Center for Research on Utilization of Scient-

ific Knowledge (CRUSK) at the University of

Michigan have chosen to examine the phenomena

of knowledge utilization in a way that considers

the experience of many applied fields (educa-

tion, agriculture) medicine, mental health,

etc) and integrates t-he findings related to
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the many variables studied in these areas

into a wholistic perspective. In so doing,

they have conceptualized knowledge utilization

as system and as process. (Havelock and

Benne, 1967, and Chin, 1969, pp. 297-312)

Thus a new discipline has emerged with a large

literature, theoretical models, and potential

for being applied wherever the problem of

knowledge utilization ts a deliberate element

in the conduct of practice. (Havelock, 1969,

pp. 1-1 to 1-25 and 2-1 to 2-43)* This pers-

pective is more congenial to persons in pro-

fessional and technical fields of practice

than the limited context for inquiry represented

by studies mentioned up to this point. This

is because it is an orientation to the problem

as a v:hole, which is the way it must be faced

*A basic grasp of KP&U can be obtained by
a combined understanding of the science of
knowledge production -- zetetics (Tykociner,
1966), referred to earlier in this paper, and
the science of knowledge utilization (Havelock,
1969), being discussed here.
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in practice. Any conceptual understanding

of the problem viewed in this way, and any

guidelines to practice generated within this

understanding, will readily be recognized as

matching the complex realities of the world

of practice.

The knowledge transfer process, in its

simplest form, can be understood as an inter-

action between a user and a resource. The

problem, as studied CRUSK, is represented

by the many-faceted question: Who says what

to whom by what channel to what effect for

what purpose? A team of university scholars,

educators, and publishers, for example, might

transfer a new science program they have devel-

oped and packaged to science teachers across

the country with the hope that it will be

adopted and used to improve the scientific

understanding of their students. The knowledpe

flnw system, in its most rudimentary elements,

can be understood to include this process of
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knowledge transfer at work in repeated in-

stances throughout a chain of organizational

mechanisms. Someone in the role of knowledge

user in one organization becomes the one who

functions in the role of providing a knowledge

resource in another organization and so on

throughout the chain. Basic scientists, for

example, provide knowledge which is utilized

by applied researchers and developers, who

provide knowledge which is utilized by prac-

Htitioners,
who provide knowledge which is

iutilized by their clients or consumers. In

both the process and system of knowledge

utilization, as CRUSK conceptualizes them, the

phenomenon referred to as "linkage" is a

central and pervasive idea. Linkage, in this

view, is the key to knowledge utilization.

Understanding of who performs linkage roles,

how it is done what approaches yield what

results, how institutionalizing the linking

functions is done and what results from this
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phenomena, what implications may be drawn for

practice -- all these contributions to our

knowledge of the phenomenon of knowledge

utilization make up the unique and valuable

research which the perspective taken by CRUSK

has made possible. (Havelock, 1969, pp. 1-10

to 1-14 and 7-1 to 7-40; Lippitt and Havelock,

1968, pp. 29-63; Lippitt, 1967)

A typology of knowledge liWt.ino roles

has been compiled which is worthy of review

for its contribution to our understanding of

the variety of linkagc, functions which may be

performed-and for the differentiation it im-

plies among types of knowledge transmitted.

(Havelock, 1968, pp. 64-119) The following

tables* summarize these general types of link-

ing roles and related functions and identifies

within the fie7d of education specific examples

of roles ir each category. Detailed discussion

of these roles may be found in references cited

with each example.

*These tables are developed and adapted
from data in Havelock, 1968, pp. 65-93.
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Table 1

THREE GENERAL CLASSES OF KNOWLEDGE LINKERS

1

Conveyor or Carrier

Teachers
Trainers, Informers,

Demonstrators:
Disseminators

To transmit know-
ledge from produ-
cers to users;
tells "what"

a widespread general
role--often proble-
matic; must possess
whatever knowledge
is to be utilized

2

Consultant

Change Agent

To assist users
in identifica-
tion of problems
and resources;
links to re-
sources; facili-
tates; observes
objectively; di-
agnoses; tells
'how"

3

Trainer

Teacher
Professor of Prac-
tice
Trainer

To instill in the
user an under-
standing of an
entire area of
knowledge or pra,
tice prior to his
entry into a work
setting

an advisory role-- a preparatory
specialized tech- role--an expert
nical knowledge in large quan-
essential but tities of know-
not the know- ledge and/or
ledge to be util-complex skills;
ized needs both ab-

stract and applied
knowledge related
to the practice
area

References: Clark and Hopkins, Jung and Lippitt,Jung, 1967
1966* 1966 Clark and Hopkins,

Benne, Chin, 1966
Bennis, 1969

*This 1.eference includes a treatment of diffusion roles within
the context of the research-development-diffusion-adoption continuum.
Since this model has extensive currency among educators, it may be
instructive to note the devLlopment of refinements of this model
since its original formulation. Recognition of the complexity of
linkage has increasingly affected the elements in the model. The

following sources represent in chronological order of their original
presentation the successive modifications made by the cs-ators of the
model and others who have built upon it: Guba and Clark ,965;

Clark and Guba, 1967; Clark and Hopkins, 1966; Mackenzie, 1970;
Stufflebeam, 1N56; Clark, 12 '; Guba,1968b: Cuba, 1968a; Cuba, 1970.
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Table 2

TWO CLASSES OF LINKERS IN RESOURCE SYSTEM

4

Type Role: Basic Scientist or Scholar

Exanq'les in
Educa-Jon:

Function:

Gatekeeper to the World of
Science

Surreme Generalist and
General Educator

Definers of Basic Human
Values and Directions

Future Planner or Futurist

5

Translator or Adaptor

Educational Researcher-
develorer

R&D Manager, Coordinator,
Director

Educational Engineer
Curriculum Develorer

maintain standards for To translate work of basic
what counts as knowledge; scientists and scholars
defends and champions it; into usable "applications"
considers its implications in a given field of rrac-
and integrates findings tice; invents solutions to
into theories or over,,iews; operating problems; designs,
helrs users think through field tests, and evaluates
purposes and assumptions programs, products, or ser-
of utilizing knowledge; vices prior to their adop-
defines parameters of fut- tion
ure knowledge requirements

Knowledge An authoritative, expert
ReRct7T-ements: role; number limited in

each urea of exper;ize--
knowledge processed in
encyclopedic, thoroughly
scrutinized, and "packed
down" forms

References: Znaniecki, 1940
Morris, 1969

A bridging role--must know
all scientific and schol-
arly knowledge pertinent
to a field of practice and
the needs of that field of
practice for configura-
tions of knowledge that
facilitate practice; must
possess a dual ouientation--
toward both research and
application--and the capa-
city to generate knowledge
that reconciles the two
within e single context

Clark and Hopkins, 1966
Sieber, 1966
Anderson, 1961
ClarK, 1965
Babcock, 1965
Miles, 1967
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Table 3

6

FIVE CLASSES OF LINKERS IN CLIENT SYSTEM

7 9 le

TvoF! Rolet Opinion Leader Innovator Defender Practitioner User

Examoles in Superintendent Teacher Evaluator Teacher Pupil

Education: Principal Administrator "Quality Con- Administrator Public

Demonstration
Center Staff

troller" Teacher Train-
er

Parents
Educators

Other Educators

Function: To influence
within hif..1. group

the receptivity
to new ideas-and
oractices; pro-
vides an example
or direction to
follow; lends
social support
and legitima-
tion for their
adoption

Knowledge a limited, but
Require- powerf-.,1 and

ments: stratc
!nest be fam-
.L.A.ar with the

particular
knowledge of-
fered as po-
tentially use-
ful and with
assessments of
its merit for
practice; must
have competent
knowledge of
his settini.g
such that he
can judge suit-
ability for ut-
.ilizátion LI it

References: Carlson, 1964

To be the first
to use, demon-
strate, and
advocate a new
idea in his
group or set-
ting;
ates diffusion
and stimulates
adoption

a limited'
technical
roleknow-
ledge of how
the innovation
would effect
practice;
technical
knowledge of
its applica-
tion; posi-
tive informa-
tion on advi-
sability of
adoption

Rogers, 1962

To sensitize
the user to
pitfalls of
innovations,
and forestall
change until
risks are ex-
amix:ed; evalu-
ates scien-
tific and
pract:_cal
basis of the
new idea

a limited
technical
role-- know-
ledge of how
the innovation
would effect
practice;
technical
knowledge of
its applica-
tion; nega-
tive informa-
tion on
advisability
of adoption

Guba, 1968a
Stufflebeam,

1966
Guba, 1970,

pp. 46-49
Hencley, 1967

51

To.transfer new
knowledge to
clients, the
public, stu-
dents, etc.
through ser-
vices, prac-
tices, or
products

a widespread
general role--
a wide range
of knowledge
useful in
dealing with
the user's
problem must
be at hie
command;
diagnostic
information
of user's
problem;
technical
skill in
providing
delivery

To take initia-
tive on one's
own behalf tn
seek out
scientific
knowledge and
derive useful
learnings
therefrom

a limited,highly
d7vsloped role;
seldom fulfilled-
requires adequate
knowledge of re-
sources, folly
accessible; re-
quires adequate
self-diagnostic
capability; must
possess whatever
knbwledge is
utilized without
the aid of inter-
mediarY linkane

Havelock and,
Bennc, 1967

Rogers, 1962
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From this classification of linking

roles it may be suggested that knowledge

utilization depends not only upon the response

of thp one providing the knowldqe but also

upon who delivers it, what function he is per-

forming at the particular time, and how thor-

oughly in possession of the required knowledge

he is. The use of the concep of linkage as

a perspective from which to study knowledge

utilization is inderA a promising and fruitful

one.

A typology of messages which are created

and utilized in the phenomenon of linkane has

also been Heveloped by CRUSK. (Havelock, 1969,

nr. 8-1 to 8-5l) A brief examination of this

message component of knowledge utilization will

conclude this review of research on the nature

of knowledge utilization. Linkers both re-

ceive or possess knowledge and transform it

into knowledge that can be utilized by others.

The character of this knowledne, as has been
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observed, varies with the linking role under

discussion and the needs of the client re-

ceiving it. The flow of knowledge or linkino

messages involves four systems in which

linkers function--the basic research system,

the applied research and development system,

the practice system, and the user system. Re-

duced to the simplicity of these four systems,

the cateaories of linking messages associated

with each can b,1 set forth and discussed in

abstract terms. There is no implication in

this conceptilalization that messages always

flow from the first system to the second, then

to the third, and to the fourth. Messages

may flow among and.between them in a number

of ways that do not conform to this order.

(Havelock, 1969, pp. 8-32 to 8-37)*

*The relationships among knowledge types
have been classified into sixteen different
types of transformations that occur. A rrac-
tical prototype developed by the applied re-
search and development system, for example,
can be tested and provided for the use of per-
sons performing in the practice system; some
other development efforts may be disseminated
directly to the consumer- without going through
the practice system; still other messages may
by'conveyed to the basic research system which
may then conduct new basic inquiries because
ofthe stimulus of this additional input.



The basic research system generates three

major types of messaoes which may then be con-

veyed by linkers to pPrsons that can utilize

them in this same system or in other systems.

Ihis basic knowledge includes general theories,

1Lles, or principles; data or the factual and

empirical elements found in the phenomenon

studied; and method or the way bY which the

data or theories are verified or their truth

claims are determined. studies within the

psychology of the learning process would be

examples of research which generates kh3wledge

of these types. (Havelock, 1969, rp. 8-3 to

e-1o)

The applied research and develr,pment

system produces seven types of knowledoe that

can be transformed by linkers into usable

messages. There is thcory again, but it is

different from basic theory. Its purpose is

to provide brcad prihrAples to guide the be-

havior of practitioners. Theories of teaching,
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curriculum development, and educational ad-

ministration are illustrations of this type

of applied research and development theory in

the field of education. Data in the form of

theory testing, diagnostic data resulting

from describing a problem, and data that is

derived from evaluating a solution to a prac-

tical problem are three additional types of

messages that linkers may transfer to users.

P. fifth type would include techniques, tests,

inst.-uments, alJ the like which make up the

specialized tools of applied research and

development methods. Designs may also be

develc,ped by fusing theory data and method

into something new. This sixth type of know-

ledge available to linkers is necesarily an

elaborated idea produced -n general form with

specifications from which a seventh type of

knowledge may be developed--what are often

called prototypes. These are inventions or

solutions that are specific concrete knowledge
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packages oriented toward practice, usually

but not always derived from an e;,Irlier neneral

desion, often Lut not always based upon basic

or applied scientific knowledge. A teaching

strategy, an experimental computer

the product of a curriculum reform

would be

that are

ment and

revised,

examples of prototypes in

ready

once

program,

project

_Jucation

for field testing and refine-

satisfactorily evaluated and

ready for diss3mination and use.

(Havelock, 1969, 8-10 to 8-17)

Messages generated within the practice

system are in the form'of either services or

products or 'a ,combination pf. both. These

types of practice knowledge are conveyed to

the user after the practitioner has determined

which formHis ,nporpriate and whether the form

that is appropriate, is available in prototype

or must be developed and then communicated.

once .available he may make the necessary trans-

formations to fit the (,.sent's Otuation and
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pr(i:4,! whatever facilitative service is

requi-nd to rzomplete a successful linkaoe. An

example of a Lirvice in education would be

the employment ot a unit of instruction in a

teacher-pupil interactive setting. Examples

of "hardware" products would be a computer

arrangement or building designed for specific

educational uses. "Software" products migit

take the form of programs of instruction

developed and packaged in books, videotapes,

curricular plans, etc. Combinations of these

occur when, for example, an educational

industry provides a computerized system of

instruction, supplies both the hardware and

the software, and services the staff witn in-

service education on how to utilize the new

system. (Havelock, 1969, 8-17 to 8-23)

User system output includes messages ex-

pressing the user's needs or problems, and

when resources are brought to bear on his sit-

uation, feedback to the supplier about the
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degree of need reduction and satisfaction or

dissatisfaction the solution has brought.

(Havelock, 1969, 8-24 to 8-20)

The whole of this typology of linkage

messages may not appear to be particularly

illuminating. However, if particular examples

of knowledge being transferred from a resource

to a user are examined within the context of

distinctions made in this typology of messages,

considerable difference emerges between classi-

fications on such questions as the scientific

status of the knowledge, value loading, all-or-

none acceptance, complexity, communicability,

compatibility with receiver's system, and rela-

tive advantage to user. (Havelock, 1969, 8-38

to 8-51) A number of excellent possibilities

for research on knowledge utilization cpen up

which relate to the nature of the knowledge

transferred in the linkage process.

It is important to recognize that with

research on dissemination mechanisms, the
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social and psychological factors in knowledge

utilization, the phenomenon of innovation and

planned change, the nature of knowledge trans-

fer processes and systems, and linkage roles

and messages the complexity of knowledge utili-

zation has increasingly yielded to clearer

understanding and control. This research

suggests the need to develop strategies for

effective linkage which fully take into

account the various findings discovered in

studyino knowledge utilization from these

several perspectives. The discovery that the

phenomenon cannot be viewed simplistically as

a problem of moving knowledge from one kind of

source (the research community) to one kind of

user (the practitioner) means that a whole

series of linkage strategies must be devised,

each suited to its particular place in the

whole system and to its particular function

and particular message translation task.* It

*CRUSK has begun-to prepare guidelines
of this sort in various fields of practice.
See Havelock, 1970a, for an example prepared for

introducing innovation into education.
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also means that persons can no longer be

content to conduct their own piece of the

total enterprise without understanding the

way it is conceived by those other persons to

whom they are related and on whom their own

work impinges. Gideonse has noted that in

educational research, development, and practice

"there are obligations on both research and

development to transfer their products to

other activities" in such a way that it will

advance "the likelihood of their being incor-

porated ultimately into practice" and will

render the processes for doing so explicit

enough that they can be followed. This means,

he adds, that both research and development

"must pay careful attention to the way in which

its outputs are presented (and how they are of

use to one another) and, perhaps, the very way

in which the outputs are produced." (Gideonse,
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1968, pp. 543, 544)* Thus, an understandina

of utilization of knowledge is bound to affect

matters of production of knowledge and another

research perspective is opened up.

This review of studies related to the

general problem of knowledae production and

utilization has dealt briefly and therefore

selectively with several dimensions of the basic

problem. Research cited here which attempts

to chart the problem, either comp,ehensively

or in particular fields, significantly adds

to the store of knowledge available to those

persons engaged in activities which center

around the production of knowl- e or its

utilization and makes possible Jrther refine-

artiFTI presents a ,odel that permits
examination of the outputs of .-esearch, develop-
ment, and operations. A variety of starting
points, linkage paths, and knowledge require-
ments necessary for dealing with several kinds
of knowledge utilization problems are illustrated.
Technological guidelines for each possible kind
of problem should be developed to incorporate
research findinas available on linkage and
knowledge utilization.
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ment and development of the practices associated

Oth the conduct of these activities. The

quest for useful knowledge in any field of

practical endeavor, including the many branches

of educational practice, can be illuminated

by a clearer understanding of the many aspects

of knowledge production and utilization to ',Ihich

this review has referred.
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